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Kiss Me Kate Script
In Joe and Kate Keller's family garden, an apple tree - a memorial to their son
Larry, lost in the Second World War - has been torn down by a storm. But his
loss is not the only part of the family's past they can't put behind them. Not
everybody's forgotten the court case that put Joe's partner in jail, or the cracked
engine heads his factory produced which caused it and dropped twenty-one
pilots out of the sky ...
The Oxford Handbook of Musical Theatre Screen AdaptationsOxford Handbooks
Who were the 35 actors that performed with stars Bud Abbott and Lou Costello in
radio's The Abbott and Costello Show? Do scripts survive for the old Burns and
Allen shows or the children's crime fighter series The Green Hornet? Serious
researchers and curious browsers interested in Golden Age radio will find a
wealth of information in this reference collection. Most are from the 1930s, 1940s
and 1950s, though subsequent decades are included for long-running shows.
Crime series, whodunits, romances, situation comedies, variety shows, soap
operas, quiz show series and others are included. Casual browsers will find
tidbits on the radio careers of notables from other media (Humphrey Bogart,
Ginger Rogers), mention of adaptations by famous authors (Jack London, Ray
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Bradbury), curious episode titles ("The Gorilla That Always Said Yeh-ah") and
series titles (Whispering Streets), and interesting sponsors (Insect-O-Blitz). The
first section is an alphabetical list of T.O. Library's significant radio script
collections, with notes on their content and format. The second section is the
guide to series scripts by program title. Entries include title and basic information,
including collection(s) in which they are found; producers, directors, writers,
musicians and regular cast; sponsors; and holdings by date, episode number and
title. Increasing the book's usefulness for researchers are indexes by name,
program and sponsor.
A reference that covers American stage, film, and television musicals from 1860
to 2007 offers information on the musical productions and the historical evolution
of the musical, as well as on performers, composers, and producers.
Irene G. Dash explores the influence of Shakespeare on American musical
theater through analyses of five important productions from 1938 through 1971 -The Boys from Syracuse (The Comedy of Errors), Kiss Me, Kate (Taming of the
Shrew), West Side Story (Romeo and Juliet), Your Own Thing (Twelfth Night),
and Two Gentlemen of Verona. Dash argues that adaptations of Shakespeare
were instrumental in the alteration of the musical theater formula from the stock
plots and song forms of the 1930s musical comedy to the more organic
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""integrated musical,"" where songs and dance sequences were used to advance
the plot rather than break the action. In bringing together these well-known
works, Dash offers a fresh look at the development of American musical theater
and a new understanding of Shakespeare in the modern American context.
6 easy piano arrangements of songs from this Broadway classic, including: Many
a New Day • Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin' • Oklahoma • Out of My Dreams •
People Will Say We're in Love • The Surrey with the Fringe on Top.
A chronicle of the life and career of Jeanette MacDonald, the first superstar of
movie musicals, offers a revealing look at Hollywood in its prime, showing how
MacDonald embodied a blending of popular and high art, musicals and opera.
UP.
Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine's beloved musical masterpiece becomes a
major motion picture, starring Meryl Streep and Johnny Depp.
The musical has been called "the most popular form of entertainment in the world." This work
examines the subjects, themes, and contemporary relevance of Hollywood musicals through
their long popularity, placing each show in historical and political context and analyzing it in
detail. A chapter is devoted to how Golddiggers of 1933 (1933) and Stand Up and Cheer
(1934) deal with the economic crises of the Depressions. Another addresses race issues by
examining the prevalence of blackface minstrelsy in the 1930s and 1940s, looking at
productions like Swing Time (1936) and Dixie (1943). Rock and roll culture, which started in
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the 1950s and threatened America with teenage sex and rebellion, is addressed through such
hits as Girl Crazy (1943), Bye Bye Birdie (1963), and Grease (1978). The work also explores
dance as a signifier of character, the geography of musicals (such as New York or "the
South"), fantasy settings, Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly, and the musical biopic (mentioning
biographies of such figures as Ziegfeld, Cohan, Rogers and Hart, Cole Porter, and Jerome
Kern). A later chapter discusses intertextuality in such shows as Singin' in the Rain (1952),
which refers to many earlier musicals; Kiss Me Kate (1953) which refers to Taming of the
Shrew; and All That Jazz (1970) which refers to the life and work of Bob Fosse. The work
concludes with an examination of the continuing popularity of the musical with such hits as
Moulin Rouge (2001) and Chicago (2002). Instructors considering this book for use in a course
may request an examination copy here.
Traces the American musical from its rich beginnings in European opera. This book talks about
the infancy of the musical - the revues, operettas, and early musical comedies, as well as the
groundbreaking shows like "Oklahoma!" and "Show Boat", with references to how history,
literature, fashion, popular music and movies influenced musical theater.
Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version, with
marginal notes and explanations and full descriptions of each character.
Shakespeare's position as England's national poet is established and unquestionable. But as
James Shapiro illuminates in this revelatory new history, Shakespeare has long held an
essential place in American culture. Why, though, would a proudly independent republic
embrace England's greatest writer? Especially when his works enact so many of America's
darkest nightmares: interracial marriage, cross-dressing, same-sex love, tyranny, and
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assassination? Investigating a selection of defining moments in American history - drilling into
issues of race, miscegenation, gender, patriotism and immigration; encountering Presidents,
activists, writers and actors - Shapiro leads us to fascinating answers and uncovers rich and
startling stories. But perhaps most pressingly, we learn how, in Trump's America, the staging of
his work has provoked threats of violence and has become a battleground for freedom of
speech. 'With the lightest touch and the most formidable scholarship, James Shapiro, once
again, proves himself to be an irresistible storyteller. And what an exhilarating and disturbing
tale he has to tell. Here is proof that Shakespeare's power remains undiminished in our divided
world.' Simon Russell Beale
Typescript, dated Rehearsal Script As Of 3/8/19. Without music. Typescript is heavily marked
with pencil by videographer with more than the usual attention to actors' movement. The script
for this revised edition of the musical was used by The New York Public Library's Theatre on
Film and Tape Archive on May 31, 2019, when videorecording the Roundabout Theatre
Company's stage production starring Kelli O'Hara at Studio 54, 254 West 54th Street, New
York, N.Y., which opened March 14, 2019, directed by Scott Ellis.
Length: 2 acts.
For the first time ever, the definitive full orchestral score of one of Broadway's beloved smash
hits of the Golden Age is available for purchase. This edition includes the complete script and
stage directions, alternate keys and dance routines in an appendix, explanatory notes, and
documentation. Using the same rigorous musicological principles that have long been applied
to the works of the great European composers, the original 1948 orchestrations of Cole
Porter's masterpiece have been meticulously restored. Broadway's classic musicals are
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perhaps America's most unique and enduring contribution to world culture, and Kiss Me, Kate
is one of the jewels in the crown. Here it is at last, treated with the same respect as the great
European operas and operettas. 754 pages.
Hollywood's conversion to sound in the 1920s created an early peak in the film musical,
following the immense success of The Jazz Singer. The opportunity to synchronize moving
pictures with a soundtrack suited the musical in particular, since the heightened experience of
song and dance drew attention to the novelty of the technological development. Until the nearcollapse of the genre in the 1960s, the film musical enjoyed around thirty years of
development, as landmarks such as The Wizard of Oz, Meet Me in St Louis, Singin' in the
Rain, and Gigi showed the exciting possibilities of putting musicals on the silver screen. The
Oxford Handbook of Musical Theatre Screen Adaptations traces how the genre of the stage-toscreen musical has evolved, starting with screen adaptations of operettas such as The Desert
Song and Rio Rita, and looks at how the Hollywood studios in the 1930s exploited the
publication of sheet music as part of their income. Numerous chapters examine specific screen
adaptations in depth, including not only favorites such as Annie and Kiss Me, Kate but also
some of the lesser-known titles like Li'l Abner and Roberta and problematic adaptations such
as Carousel and Paint Your Wagon. Together, the chapters incite lively debates about the
process of adapting Broadway for the big screen and provide models for future studies.

This volume is another example in the Routledge tradition of producing high-quality
reference works on theater, music, and the arts. An A to Z encyclopedia of Broadway,
this volume includes tons of information, including producers, writer, composers,
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lyricists, set designers, theaters, performers, and landmarks in its sweep.
Young Will Shakespeare has writers block... the deadline for his new play is fast
approaching but hes in desperate need of inspiration. That is, until he finds his muse –
Viola. This beautiful young woman is Will’s greatest admirer and will stop at nothing
(including breaking the law) to appear in his next play. Against a bustling background of
mistaken identity, ruthless scheming and backstage theatrics, Will’s love for Viola
quickly blossoms and inspires him to write his greatest masterpiece.
Teen starlet Emma Crawford loves playing matchmaker almost as much as she loves
the spotlight, but when Emma comes in close contact with the darker side of Hollywood,
she starts to question the glamorous world she’s always known and realizes her role in
it needs to change—if she can find the courage to go off script.
June is fat. June also has an eating disorder, but no one sees. When she doesn't eat,
her friends and family think they see a fat girl on a diet, not someone starving herself.
When June's secret is found out by Toby, the new boy next door, she is panicked. Then
she learns he also has a secret. Everyone has their own little lies.
Operetta developed in the second half of the 19th century from the French opéracomique and the more lighthearted German Singspiel. As the century progressed, the
serious concerns of mainstream opera were sustained and intensified, leaving a gap
between opéra-comique and vaudeville that necessitated a new type of stage work.
Jacques Offenbach, son of a Cologne synagogue cantor, established himself in Paris
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with his series of opéras-bouffes. The popular success of this individual new form of
entertainment light, humorous, satirical and also sentimental led to the emergence of
operetta as a separate genre, an art form with its own special flavour and concerns,
and no longer simply a "little opera". Attempts to emulate Offenbach's success in
France and abroad generated other national schools of operetta and helped to
establish the genre internationally, in Spain, in England, and especially in Austria
Hungary. Here it inspired works by Franz von Suppé and Johann Strauss II (the Golden
Age), and later Franz Lehár and Emmerich Kálmán (the Silver Age). Viennese operetta
flourished conterminously with the Habsburg Empire and the mystique of Vienna, but,
after the First World War, an artistically vibrant Berlin assumed this leading position
(with Paul Lincke, Leon Jessel and Edouard Künnecke). As popular musical tastes
diverged more and more during the interwar years, with the advent of new
influences—like those of cabaret, the revue, jazz, modern dance music and the cinema,
as well as changing social mores—the operetta genre took on new guises. This was
especially manifested in the musical comedy of London's West End and New York's
Broadway, with their imitators generating a success that opened a new golden age for
the reinvented genre, especially after the Second World War. This source book
presents an overview of the operetta genre in all its forms. The second volume provides
a survey of the national schools of Germany, Spain, England, America, the Slavonic
countries (especially Russia), Hungary, Italy and Greece. The principal composers are
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considered in chronological sequence, with biographical material and a list of stage
works, selected synopses and some commentary. This volume also contains a
discography and an index covering both volumes (general entries, singers and
theatres).
“A startling, clear-eyed” memoir of an immigrant girl’s childhood in early 20th century
NYC from the journalist and Tony-winning co-author of Kiss Me Kate (Booklist). Born in
Transylvania in 1899, Bella Spewack arrived on the streets of New York’s Lower East
Side when she was three. At twenty-two, while working as a reporter with her husband
in Europe, she wrote a memoir of her childhood that was never published. More than
seventy years later, the publication of Streets recovers a remarkable voice and offers a
vivid chronicle of a lost world. Bella, who went on to a brilliant career write for stage and
screen with her husband Sam, describes the sights, sounds, and characters of urban
Jewish immigrant life after the turn of the century. Witty, street-smart, and
unsentimental, Bella was a genuine American heroine who displays in this memoir “a
triumph of will and spirit” (The Jewish Week).
The first comprehensive collection of the letters of one of the most successful American
songwriters of the twentieth century From Anything Goes to Kiss Me, Kate, Cole Porter
left a lasting legacy of iconic songs including "You're the Top," "Love For Sale," and
"Night and Day." Yet, alongside his professional success, Porter led an eclectic
personal life which featured exuberant parties, scandalous affairs, and chronic health
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problems. This extensive collection of letters (most of which are published here for the
first time) dates from the first decade of the twentieth century to the early 1960s and
features correspondence with stars such as Irving Berlin, Ethel Merman, and Orson
Welles, as well as his friends and lovers. Cliff Eisen and Dominic McHugh complement
these letters with lively commentaries that draw together the loose threads of Porter's
life and highlight the distinctions between Porter's public and private existence. This
book reveals surprising insights into his attitudes toward Hollywood and Broadway, and
toward money, love, and dazzling success.
Choreographing Copyright is a new historical and cultural analysis of U.S. dancemakers' investment in intellectual property rights. Stretching from the late nineteenth
century to the early twenty-first, the book reconstructs efforts to win copyright protection
for choreography and teases out their raced and gendered politics, showing how
dancers have embraced intellectual property rights as a means to both consolidate and
contest racial and gendered power. A number of the artists featured in the book are wellknown in the history of American dance, including Loie Fuller, Hanya Holm, and Martha
Graham, Agnes de Mille, and George Balanchine. But the book also uncovers a host of
marginalized figures--from the South Asian dancer Mohammed Ismail, to the African
American pantomimist Johnny Hudgins, to the African American blues singer Alberta
Hunter, to the white burlesque dancer Faith Dane--who were equally interested in
positioning themselves as subjects rather than objects of property. Drawing on critical
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race and feminist theories and on cultural studies of copyright, Choreographing
Copyright offers fresh insight into the raced and gendered hierarchies that govern the
theatrical marketplace, white women's historically contingent relationship to property
rights, legacies of ownership of black bodies and appropriation of non-white labor, and
the tension between dance's ephemerality and its reproducibility.

LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th
Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of
professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view
photos of today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and
post images for personal use.
(Applause Libretto Library). The libretto to the Tony winning musical featuring a
book by Larry Gelbart, music by Cy Coleman, and lyrics by David Zippel. The
book also includes an introduction by Larry Gelbart, illustrations by Al Hirschfeld,
production photographs, and original costume designs.
This is the definitive collection of data about all aspects of this film. the ten
sections focus on characters in the novel, the players and their own histories,
costuming (every major garment worn), major set furnishings, the filming
schedule, etc. Also: bibliographies, discographies, filmographies of the actors
and actresses, and collectibles. An appendix lists available still photographs.
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A songbook which contains the songs from the 1980 Broadway production
produced well-known for productions of Hello, Dolly!, Gypsy! and Promises,
Promises.
The Taming of the Shrew is a comedy by William Shakespeare. It was one of his
earlier plays, believed to have been written between 1590 and 1594. The play
begins with a framing device in which a drunkard is deceived into thinking he is a
nobleman who then watches the "play" itself, which depicts a nobleman,
Petruchio, who marries an outspoken, intelligent, and bad-tempered shrew
named Katherina. Petruchio manipulates and "tames" her until she is obedient to
his will. The main subplot features the courting of Katherina's more conventional
sister Bianca by numerous suitors.
Balancing sophisticated melodies and irresistible rhythms with lyrics by turns
cynical and passionate, Cole Porter sent American song soaring on gossamer
wings. Timeless works like "I Get a Kick Out of You" and "At Long Last Love"
made him an essential figure in the soundtrack of a century and earned him
adoration from generations of music lovers. In A Cole Porter Companion , a
parade of performers and scholars offers essays on little-known aspects of the
master tunesmith's life and art. Here are Porter's days as a Yale wunderkind and
his nights as the exemplar of louche living; the triumph of Kiss Me Kate and
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shocking failure of You Never Know ; and his spinning rhythmic genius and a
turkey dinner into "You're the Top" while cultural and economic forces take "Ev'ry
Time We Say Goodbye" in unforeseen directions. Other entries explore notes on
ongoing Porter scholarship and delve into his formative works, performing career,
and long-overlooked contributions to media as varied as film and ballet. Prepared
with the cooperation of the Porter archives, A Cole Porter Companion is an
invaluable guide for the fans and scholars of this beloved American genius.
First Published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
THE STORY: Summer, 1938. Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, the two most
revered stars of the Broadway stage, have decided to perform Anton Chekhov's
The Sea Gull . But first they must retreat to investigate the play at Ten Chimneys,
their spra
She thought, brightly, This is the worst life decision I have ever made! And she
marvelled at herself for a while, at the mystery of this person who’d just done this
bizarre, inexplicable thing. Margot meets Robert. They exchange numbers. They
text, flirt and eventually have sex – the type of sex you attempt to forget. How
could one date go so wrong? Everything that takes place in Cat Person happens
to countless people every day. But Cat Person is not an everyday story. In less
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than a week, Kristen Roupenian’s New Yorker debut became the most read and
shared short story in their website’s history. This is the bad date that went viral.
This is the conversation we’re all having. This gift edition contains photographs
by celebrated photographer Elinor Carucci, who was commissioned by the New
Yorker to capture the image that accompanied Kristen Roupenian’s Cat Person
when it appeared in the magazine. You Know You Want This, Kristen
Roupenian’s debut collection, will be published in February 2019.
The definitive biography of Cole Porter – the urbane American composer of
musical comedies and of over 1000 songs – which reveals the darker side of the
star whose life and work epitomizes the romance of Café Society.
Interviews with screenwriters
8 vocal selections from the 1953 Porter musical, including: Allez-Vous-En, Go
Away • C'est Magnifique • Can Can • Come Along with Me • I Love Paris • It's
All Right with Me • Live and Let Live • Montmartre.
This second edition offers theater lovers an illuminating behind-the-scenes tour of
some of America's best musicals. Geoffrey Block provides a documentary history
of each of the eighteen musicals he discusses. He reveals how the American
musical evolved from the 1920s to today, both on stage and on screen, and how
librettist, lyricist, composer, and director work together to shape pieces.--[book
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